Out-of-sample experiments demonstrate the economic importance of accounting for ambiguity.
Since the seminal work of Merton (1971) , a number of papers have examined dynamic portfolio choice when investment opportunities are time varying (e.g., Campbell and Viceira, 1999; Kim and Omberg, 1996; Skiadas, 1999, 2003) . Assuming fully observable investment opportunities, this bulk of literature finds that the intertemporal hedging demand, which arises due to stochastic variation in investment opportunities, is important in portfolio decisions. However, in reality, investment opportunities are partially observable as moments of probability distributions of investment opportunities are often unobservable and must be estimated from observed market signals. Dothan and Feldman (1986) and Detemple (1986) were the first to study asset prices under incomplete information in general equilibrium, followed by David (1997) , Veronesi (1999) , Ai (2009) , among others. 1 Other papers, to name a few, Gennotte (1986) , Brennan (1998) , Lakner (1998) and Honda (2003) , analyze dynamic portfolio choice under incomplete information. Feldman (2007) provides an elaborate review of this literature and related discussions. Recently, Bjök et al. (2010) obtain explicit representations of the optimal wealth and investment processes for a wide range of partially observable investment opportunity sets. This growing body of literature employs recursive-filtering methods to estimate unobservable moments of distributions of asset returns based on observed asset prices. The stochastic processes describing the dynamics of the estimated moments are then treated as perfectly known and optimal consumption and portfolio policies can be derived using techniques for solving complete information economies.
All these papers assume that investors have complete confidence in the probability law governing the evolution of the estimated moments with no concerns regarding model uncertainty, which will be relaxed in this paper. The importance of model uncertainty (or ambiguity) has been largely recognized in both the asset pricing literature (e.g., Anderson My aim in this paper is to examine the effects of ambiguity on intertemporal consumption and portfolio decisions in an incomplete information economy. 2 To this end, I follow Honda (2003) 1 David (1997) investigates unobservable and regime switching investment opportunities in continuous time. Lundtofte (2008) examines expected life-time utility and hedging demands when endowments and their expected growth rate are imperfectly correlated. 2 Under incomplete information, Cagetti et al. (2002) use the robust control approach and a hidden Markov model and postulate that expected returns of a risky asset are unobservable and follow a hidden Markov chain. For the sake of analytical convenience, I assume that the hidden Markov chain has two different regimes. 3 Investors update beliefs about the unobservable state according to the Bayes rule. Different from the literature assuming expected utility, I employ Chen and Epstein's (2002) recursive multiple priors utility (hereafter RMPU) to account for ambiguity. 4 The present model therefore nests the expected utility model of Honda (2003) as a special case where there is no ambiguity. Ambiguity and ambiguity aversion are concepts used to describe a decision maker who is uncertain over which probability law describes the dynamics of state variables and is also averse to such uncertainty. In the present model, investors with RMPU endogenously choose the worstcase prior among a prescribed set of different priors inducing different posteriors. Investors take into account not only incomplete information risk resulting from time-varying precision of beliefs but also ambiguity about the probability law governing the dynamics of beliefs. 5 I use the Malliavin calculus technique and Clark-Ocone formula to explicitly characterize the optimal consumption and portfolio policies in terms of the Malliavin derivatives and stochastic integrals. My solutions are based on the martingale method of Cox and Huang (1989) . 6 I calibrate the model to historical U.S. stock market data. Numerical calculations of the optimal portfolios are implemented through the Monte Carlo Malliavin derivative (MCMD) method developed by Detemple et al. (2003) . Similar to others (e.g., Maenhout, 2004 Maenhout, , 2006 ) I find that ambiguity lowers the total stock demand in all states of the economy. Moreover, under incomplete information, continuous Bayesian revisions interact with time-invariant ambiguity aversion to yield an ambiguity-driven hedging component that is state-and horizon-dependent. This component mitigates the hedging demand for stocks while magnifies the relative importance of to examine asset pricing implications of ambiguity. 3 Guidolin and Timmermann (2007) analyze asset allocation decisions under multivariate regime switching asset returns. They use a four-regime model to characterize the joint distribution of stock and bond returns. Extending the present paper to the multivariate case would be interesting and is left for the future research. 4 See Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989) and Epstein and Schneider (2003) for axiomatic foundations for multiple priors utility and recursive multiple priors utility. 5 I thank David Feldman for suggesting the terminology "incomplete information risk". 6 Karatzas and Xue (1991) use the martingale method to derive the optimal consumption and portfolio choice under incomplete information. Dybvig, Rogers and Back (1999) consider the application of the method to time-varying investment opportunities.
hedging demand in the optimal stock demand. Contrary to the well-known advice that investors with long horizons should invest aggressively in stocks, I find that the optimal stock demand is decreasing in the horizon, even when ambiguity is taken into consideration. Ambiguity also The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and derives the optimal consumption and portfolio policies using the martingale method. Section 3 calibrates the model to U.S. stock market data and discusses the results. Section 4 concludes. Proofs are collected in the Appendix.
The Model
In this section, I first present a hidden Markov model with an unobservable state governing regimes of the expected return of a risky asset. A small investor filter his estimates of the unobservable state by observing past and current asset prices. In the absence of ambiguity, the investor relies on a non-linear recursive filter to extract the filtered probabilities that are updated according to the Bayes rule. This non-linear filter represents a reference model describing the dynamics of state beliefs. To model ambiguity, I use the κ−ignorance specification in Chen and Epstein (2002) and consider a constrained set of alternative models surrounding the reference model. This prescribed set of priors reflects the investor's lack of confidence in the reference model. I then describe the dynamic optimization problem under incomplete information and ambiguity aversion. Finally, I derive the optimal consumption and portfolio policies using the martingale method.
The investment opportunity set
I assume that there are two assets available for investment, a riskless short-term bond paying an instantaneous return r and a risky asset with the following price dynamics:
The expected return μ t follows a continuous-time I assume that at each point of time the investor can observe neither the expected return μ t nor the Brownian motion B t . Instead, he can only observe asset prices. Given an initial prior for the two regimes, the investor estimates the unobservable state, i.e., the probability of the current regime being μ H , based on observed asset prices. As in previous works (e.g., Dothan and Feldman, 1986; Detemple, 1986; Feldman, 1989) , I identify a σ-algebra equivalent economy where the state variable is the filtered probability of the unobservable state. This economy is a Markovian representation of the original economy. 8 The optimal consumption and portfolio policies obtained in the Markovian-equivalent economy are also optimal in the original economy.
Define the filtered probability π t as the posterior probability that the current regime is μ H : 
whereB is a standard Brownian motion with respect to the price filtration F S t and is defined
The conditional expected return with respect to the price filtration,μ t , is given bŷ
In SDE (??), the precision of the conditional estimates depends on the filtered probability and is therefore stochastic. 
If the true expected return is μ H during the time interval, then the second term in the drift of (??) tends to trend π t toward 1. When π t is close to 1, both the second term in the drift and the diffusion term converge to zero. This makes the first term in the drift become dominant, and thus π t is driven toward 0. Conversely, if the true expected return is μ L during the time interval, the second term in the drift is negative and tends to trend π t toward 0. When π t is close to 0, the first term in the drift becomes significant and drives π t toward 1. Thus, the drift term in (??) has the effect of mean reversion. In the special case of non-switching regimes (λ = χ = 0), the mean-reverting effect vanishes and the precision of the filtered probabilities increases as returns are observed over time. 
Ambiguity and recursive multiple priors utility

The set of alternative models
Denote the planning horizon as T , the wealth process as {W t } T t=0 and the consumption process
. Given an initial wealth endowment W 0 > 0, the wealth dynamics can be described by the following SDE:
where α t is the proportion of wealth invested in the risky asset. 
where μ and σ have the appropriate functional forms inherited from SDE (??) and (??). The reference model serves as a benchmark among all the candidate models that an ambiguity-averse investor is willing to consider. The investor doubts the full usefulness of the reference model and only deems it as an approximation of the dynamics of his beliefs. He therefore considers a constrained set of alternative models that are close to the reference model.
The set of alternative models on which RMPU is defined is constructed from
∈ Θ satisfying sup |θ t | ≤ κ with κ ≥ 0. This specification is referred to as κ-ignorance in Chen and Epstein (2002) . Each density generator θ delivers a local distortion to the reference model. Suppose P is the subjective probability measure induced by the reference model, i.e., the probability measure with respect to the Brownian motionB.
Each density generator θ generates a martingale z θ under P:
The set of priors is denoted as P and is defined in terms of the Radon-Nikodym derivatives of the alternative models with respect to the reference model:
It is obvious that the size of P increases with κ. A large κ means that the investor has little confidence in the reference model and is willing to consider a wide range of alternative models.
In the special case κ = 0, all alternative models coincide with the reference model, and the set of priors collapses to a singleton {P}. In this case, the investor has complete confidence in the reference model.
It follows from Girsanov's theorem that the distorted law of motion of the state vector Y
implied by an alternative model Q θ is
whereB Q θ is a Brownian motion under Q θ . As a result, the alternative models are absolutely continuous with respect to the reference model. An ambiguity-averse investor is uncertain about whetherB is a Brownian motion with respect to his information filtration, and in this case ambiguity indeed concerns uncertainty induced by the drift distortion in the state processes. In particular, under Q θ , the distorted law of motion of π t can be explicitly written as
It is worth noting that the drift distortion in (??) is a product of the term quantifying incomplete information risk and the size of ambiguity. If the precision of the filtered probabilities is low, which often occurs when estimating expected returns is difficult, the magnitude of the drift distortion is large, and thus, the investor has low confidence in the reference model. As shown below, this drift distortion generates an ambiguity-driven hedging demand. Under time-invariant ambiguity, that is,
where Q denotes Q θ with θ = κ. In Section 2.3, I show that time-invariant ambiguity can be supported in the optimum.
The RMPU preferences
The investor has a time preference rate ρ and a constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility function of the following form
With RMPU, the investor maximizes expected utility under the worst-case alternative model.
Among all the candidate models induced by the allowed set of priors, the worst-case model delivers the minimum of expected utility for a consumption process and terminal wealth. Put formally, the value function is
subject to the state dynamics (??) and (??), or compactly, the reference model (??). The minimization operator in (??) captures the concern that an alternative model may adversely affect the continuation value. The worst-case model is endogenously selected from the set of priors P that contains a prescribed family of alternative models generated from locally distorting the reference model. The multiplicity of P captures the investor's lack of confidence, and the minimization operator reflects the aversion to such ambiguity. Since each probability measure Q θ is associated with a density generator θ, the minimization operator in (??) is taken with respect to the process θ.
Chen and Epstein (2002) derive the following backward stochastic differential equation (BSDE)
representation of the utility process V t
where the diffusion term σ V t is endogenous and is a part of the complete solution to the above BSDE. 10 For κ-ignorance, Chen and Epstein (2002) show that the endogenous density generator is given by
where
attributed to ambiguity aversion rather than risk aversion. The parameter κ can also be interpreted as an ambiguity aversion parameter. It is worth noting that the worst-case probability law associated with the density generator θ * depends on the sign of the diffusion part of the utility process. The diffusion term of V t , as a part of the complete solution to (??), relies on the optimal consumption path, which is in turn a function of the endogenous density generator θ * (see the proof of Proposition 1). Thus, unlike other studies (e.g., Trojani and Vanini, 2002; Gagliardini et al., 2008) where one can explicitly derive the worst-case drift distortion and then tackle the maximization problem under the resulting worst-case model, here solutions to the optimal consumption and portfolio policies together with the endogenous worst-case model must be jointly determined from solving the optimization problem. In Section 2.3, I employ the guess-and-verify method to show that σ V t > 0 and θ * t = κ for all t ∈ [0, T ] can be supported together in the optimum. Thus, the size of ambiguity is time-invariant throughout the horizon and the optimal consumption and portfolio policies can be derived conditioning on θ * = κ.
Optimal consumption and portfolio choice
Define the conditional market price of riskν t aŝ
Since π t is progressively measurable and always bounded between 0 and 1, the conditional market price of risk is also progressively measurable and bounded. Becauseν is a bounded process, Novikov's condition holds; that is, E P exp
In addition, the market is complete in the Markovian-equivalent economy. Thus, there exists a unique equivalent martingale measureP given by dP =ζ T dP where
s dB s with ζ 0 = 1. UnderP, the processB t =B t + t 0ν s ds is a Brownian motion. The state price density, denoted as ξ, is given by
Boundedness of the conditional market price of risk implies that all moments of the state price density are finite, which is a sufficient condition ensuring the applicability of the martingale method for time-varying investment opportunities (see Dybvig, Rogers and Back, 1999 ). This condition is referred to as the "DRB condition" in Korn and Kraft (2004) . As a result, the optimization problem is well-defined for general coefficients of relative risk aversion, and the pitfalls raised by Korn and Kraft (2004) can be naturally avoided.
Hereafter, I assume the following condition holds for the primitive parameters describing investment opportunities and preferences
This assumption guarantees that in all states of the economy, the conditional market price of risk accounted for ambiguity, or effective conditional market price of risk, is strictly positive unless π t exactly reaches 0. This assumption plays a key role in proving that time-invariant ambiguity can be supported in the optimum (see the proof of Proposition 1).
The static variational problem corresponding to the optimization problem (??) is formulated by standard arguments as follows:
Suppose Q θ * solves the inner minimization problem. The Lagrangian of (??) subject to (??) is given by
where θ * is given in (??) and y is a scalar Lagrange multiplier. Different from the standard martingale formulation under expected utility, the endogenous probability law under which the expectation of discounted future utility is taken deviates from the probability law governing the static budget constraint. This deviation captures the investor's distrust in the reference model that delivers a particular consumption process. To solve (??), a change of measure is applied to convert the worst-case probability measure Q θ * to the reference measure P using the Radon-Nikodym derivative between the two measures. The first-order conditions (shown in the Appendix) are derived under the reference measure. The solutions to the optimal consumption and portfolio policies together with the endogenous probability law Q θ * are presented in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 Suppose γ = 1 and the following condition holds 11 :
where C * s and W * T are given in (ii). The following solutions characterize an optimum:
(i) The endogenous probability law is given by
(ii) The optimal consumption C * t and terminal wealth W * T are
where the Lagrange multiplier y satisfies 
Proof. See Appendix. 11 Ideally, I would like to be able to show analytically that this condition holds for the solution in Proposition 1 (ii). Unfortunately, I have been unable to do so, because the condition involves the Malliavin derivatives and stochastic integrals, which must be computed numerically. Nevertheless, for all calibration exercises in this paper, I have verified that this condition does hold on a fine grid of the state probability π ∈ [0, 1] and the horizon t ∈ [0, T ] with T = 40 years.
Proof. See Appendix.
Under (??) and (??), I can show that the time-invariant density generator θ * = κ delivers the endogenous worst-case alternative model (see Appendix). As a result, the investor's attitude toward multiple priors does not depend on the state of the economy. 12 This simplified feature of the model provides analytical convenience, namely, delivers explicit solutions to the optimal consumption and portfolio policies.
In the optimal portfolio formula (??), the first term quantifies the myopic demand for the risky asset, which is instantaneously mean-variance efficient and only depends on the current estimate of the unobservable state. Here, myopia represents "generalized myopia" defined in here and those derived in the expected utility framework in the absence of ambiguity (Brennan, 1998; Honda, 2003) is that hedging demand is driven not only by incomplete information risk 12 One can imagine a case where the density generator θ * switches between the two different regimes (κ and −κ) whenever the diffusion term of the utility process changes its sign, as implied by (??). However, the case of regimeswitching density generator is intractable for two reasons. First, if the worst-case model switches between different regimes, a state vector solution to the optimal control would be difficult to obtain. Second, the diffusion part of the utility process, which determines the instantaneous regime of the density generator, is endogenous and depends on the decision variables when investment opportunities are time-varying. This adds enormous difficulty to solving the optimization problem in the presence of jumps in the density generator. 13 In incomplete information economies, logarithmic investors have the same informational requirements as nonlogarithmic investors do, due to the need of estimating unobservable state variables. Feldman (1992) 
Calibration and Results
Data, estimation and MCMD
In the calibration exercise, the U.S. stock market is a proxy for the risky asset 
where P is the transition probability matrix, I is the identity matrix, and the series is approximated with length 5 in the calibration exercise. Table 1 summarizes the estimation results.
[Insert Table 1 choosing between two potential data generating processes, a decision maker performs likelihood ratio tests for a given data set. The two models are difficult to distinguish from each other if the probability of mistakenly rejecting one model in favor of the other is high. This probability is given by the probability that the log-likelihood ratio is negative when the rejected model is the true data generating process. In continuous time, the log-likelihood ratio is given by the log of the Radon-Nikodym derivative. Specifically, the log of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the distorted probability measure Q with respect to the reference measure P is
Detection error probabilities
The log of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the probability measure P with respect to Q is
If Model P is true, the decision maker will mistakenly reject it in favor of Model Q based on a finite sample with size N when η 1,N > 0. Conversely, if Q is correct, it will be rejected erroneously when η 2,N > 0. Assuming an initial prior of 0.5 on each model, the detection error probability ε N (θ), which is the time-0 conditional probability of choosing a wrong model based on a finite sample of length N , is defined as
As θ * increases, the two models are easier to distinguished statistically from each other, and the detection error probability becomes lower as a result. Figure 2 . 18 Moreover, as the 16 I also compute hedging demands for various coefficients of relative risk aversion, assuming expected utility. Hedging demands have a negative sign for γ > 1 but a positive sign for γ < 1. For the sake of brevity, these results are not reported. 17 The results based on utility over terminal wealth are similar and thus not reported. 18 I also perform the comparative statics experiments and find that mean reversion in the dynamics of state beliefs lowers hedging demand.
Incomplete information risk, ambiguity and portfolio choice
size of the drift distortion is large when π takes values near 1/2, hedge ambiguity becomes large in magnitude. Figure 3 plots the optimal stock demand and the fraction of hedging demand in the optimal stock demand as functions of the state probability. Not surprisingly, ambiguity lowers the optimal stock demand in all states of the economy. In addition, ambiguity magnifies the relative importance of hedging demand in the optimal stock demand. This is because the effect of ambiguity on myopic demand is of the first order while its effect on hedging demand is of the second order. 19 In particular, the impact of ambiguity on the ratio of hedging demand to the optimal stock demand turns out to be stronger when the current regime is more likely to be in the bad regime. As a result, ambiguity-averse investors who believe that the current state is poor prefer a conservative portfolio with its composition significantly steering toward hedging demand while away from myopic demand. Figure 4 shows the horizon effect on the optimal stock demand for a horizon ranging from 1 year to 20 years, where the state probability is set at its steady-state value. As the horizon increases, the optimal stock demand decreases because hedging demand 
where V 0 (W T | s) is the maximized RMPU over terminal wealth when the optimal strategy s is adopted for a given investment opportunity set. The present value of CEW s , P CEW s , is defined as P CEW s = e −rT CEW s . For instance, the symbol P CEW IID represents the present value of CEW assuming that asset returns follow a simple i.i.d. process and the corresponding optimal portfolio strategy is adopted. The economic value of regimes is quantified by taking the difference between P CEW HMM and P CEW IID for some ambiguity aversion parameter value, where P CEW HMM stands for P CEW under the hidden Markov model. π is set at its steady-state value. In the absence of ambiguity, the economic value of regimes is non-negligible and the welfare loss of ignoring regimes is increasing in the horizon. The utility cost measured by the difference in P CEW s reaches as high as 1.5% at long horizons. Nevertheless, the economic importance of regimes declines significantly when ambiguity is taken into account, and this effect is especially strong at long horizons. The decline in the economic value of regimes is due to the concern that the stochastic process driving the dynamics of state beliefs is subject to model uncertainty. This uncertainty reduces the scope of utility gains from accounting for regimes and filtering. For κ = 0.16, the economic value of regimes becomes even negative at a horizon as long as 20 years, suggesting that a highly ambiguity-averse investor may expect to be better off by choosing the i.i.d. strategy. Figure 6 model with ambiguity. The models of asset returns will be re-estimated once the next period's return is realized, and the state probability will be updated based on the re-estimated parameter values. For instance, the hidden Markov model is initially estimated for 1947.1-1995.4 and the corresponding estimates and state probability (initially set at its steady-state value) are used to calculate the optimal stock allocation and portfolio return for 1996.1. Then the sample is extended to 1947.1-1996.1 and the model is re-estimated. The state probability is revised based on the estimates for 1947.1-1996.1 and portfolio optimization is repeated, and so forth. I consider three investment horizons, T = 1, 5 and 10 years.
I compute realized utility under different models to evaluate out-of-sample performance. The realized utility measure is defined as
where r f is the quarterly risk-free rate, {r t+τ −1,t+τ } T τ =1 are the realized stock returns between t + 1 and t + T and ψ T t+τ is the period-(t + τ ) optimal stock allocation with the horizon T .
The optimal portfolio weights are computed by solving the optimization problem (??) for a given κ and investment opportunity set. For each of the six models (or strategies, see Table   2 ) and each investment horizon, I obtain a time series U T τ , τ = 1996. 50, 000 independent trials to construct the empirical distribution of U T τ . Table 2 reports summary statistics for the empirical distribution of U T τ . Among the six portfolio strategies, the strategy {HM M, κ = 0.16} produces the highest mean realized utility for all the three invest- The Clark-Ocone Formula The space of random variables for which Malliavin derivatives are defined is called D 1,2 . 21 Any random variable F ∈ D 1,2 can be decomposed as
where F t represents the information filtration generated by the Brownian motion B up to time t.
Proof of Proposition 1
The proof employs the guess-and-verify method to show that in the optimum, the density generator θ is given by θ * t = κ for all t ∈ [0, T ] and to derive the optimal consumption and portfolio policies. The first-order conditions of the Lagrangian problem (??) are
where z κ t is given by where
By homogeneity, I conjecture that the utility process along the optimal path has the following form
A T , where A t satisfies the BSDE:
It follows from Ito's lemma that V t satisfies the BSDE:
Multiply both sides of the first-order condition for consumption in (??) by C * t and integrate over the product space dt ⊗ dP to obtain
Similarly, one can obtain
It follows from the complementary slackness condition (??), the equality y = (C * 0 ) −γ and the definition of RMPU (??) that the following equality holds
In the same way, one can deduce for all t ∈ [0, T ]
Applying Ito's Lemma to (??) and matching the volatility term with that in the budget constraint (??) yield an expression for the optimal portfolio α *
The martingale representation theorem implies that wealth at time t, W t , is given by
By Ito's lemma, the volatility of the left-hand side of (??) is −ξ t W * tν t + ξ t W * t α * t σ S . By the ClarkOcone formula, the volatility of the right-hand side is given by
The two volatilities must be equal, leading to the following equality 
The second term on the right-hand side of (??) can be written as
where D t W * T is computed by the chain rule of Malliavin calculus:
The term D t z κ T is further computed as
where 1 t≤T is an indicator function. Rearranging the terms and assuming t ≤ T yield
Similarly, for t ≤ s, one can derive
Substituting (??) and (??) into (??), rearranging terms and applying the equality (??) give us
The optimal portfolio α * t is given by Table 1 . The state probability π is set at its steady-state value. 
